KNOWLEDGE IS POWER
We’ve packed this session full of strategies and resources (for
littles and bigs) that will create the most important conversations of their lives.
OUR STUDENTS CAN CHANGE THE WORLD IF
WE EQUIP THEM WITH THE KNOWLEDGE
Little kids can do big things. Teaching kids how to think not
what to think is the key.
Here are some resources that can help:
• The Empty Pot
• The Name Jar
• Chocolate Me
• The Arabic Quilt
• The Proudest Blue
• Malala’s Magic Pencil

HERE’S WHAT WE KNOW
TO BE TRUE
• Little kids can do big
things
• Little kids can think big
thoughts

• Fly Away Home

• Little kids can gain
perspective

• Papa, Daddy, and Riley

• Little kids can debate

Books can be mirrors and
windows. Chose resources
that represent reﬂections of
your students and those that
offer different world views:

• Little kids can defend
• Little kids can empathize
...we just have to let them

• Haitian gingerbread houses
lesson

Naomi O’Brien

• Telling the stories of brave
leaders—not just the ones
everyone knows about

@ReadLikeARockstar

• Using an identity journal

LaNesha Tabb

• STEM teaching with a
purpose

@Apron_Education

BRAVE REFLECTION QUESTION
Which resource/lesson shared in this session will you
incorporate into your classroom?
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TOP 3 BRAVE - MAKER STRATEGIES
We asked a team of educators to share some strategies for
bravely staying in the game. Three rose to the top.
1. KNOW IT IN YOUR BONES
The emotion will be higher than ever come September—online
or in person. Being solid in your why before you step back in will
be necessary.
• Create a list of the top five students who you KNOW you
changed. Who changed you. Keep it close.
• “What’s Your Why” daily check in’s at morning meetings,
or text yours with a colleague.
• Reach out to a teacher, coach, or mentor who inspired you
and tell them how they inspired your why.
2. LOOK AND SEE
This is the year of clarity—truly see your staff and colleagues
ﬁrst. Then, and only then, can you truly see your students.
Empathy will be born from seeing your colleagues and students.
• Get to know one thing about everyone on your team.
You can be stealthy or you can just ask. Keep a note.
• Know the child’s full name and pronounce it correctly.
Make a playlist of their favourite songs. Play it in the morning.
• Get to know your student’s DNA—Dreams, Needs, and Abilities.
3. PREPARE TO REPAIR

Dr. Jody
Carrington
@DrJCarrington

Laurie
McIntosh
@LauriesMcIntosh

You’re going to fuck up. You need a plan before it gets bad.
• Make it your mission to apologize to someone once a day.
You need the practice. Get comfortable with saying “I’m sorry”.
• Do a humour check. You can’t laugh with a flipped lid.
• I wish my teacher knew letters—three times/year.

BRAVE REFLECTION QUESTION
Which strategy will you use to bring it to life in September?
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3 KEYS TO BRINGING YOUR BRAVE
This will be the most important year in educator history. We are
still in the middle of a global pandemic. We are on the heels of
a national tragedy here in Canada. And we have just witnessed
a long-overdue culture and bias shift that we can only hope will
go down in history as a signiﬁcant time of change.
Here are 3 keys to Bringing Your Brave into this most critical
year in education.
BRAVE EDUCATORS, ALL WAYS
Bringing your brave means stepping into situations, experiences,
and communities with your whole heart, especially when you
can’t predict the outcome. Showing up brave in September will
be the most important component to igniting and maintaining
your passion for education’s holy work.
SHIFTING CULTURE: FROM BEHAVIOURISM TO
RELATIONSHIP - FOCUSED & TRAUMA- INFORMED

Dr. Jody
Carrington
@DrJCarrington

The only thing that matters as you step back into the classroom
is a keen understanding of emotional regulation. Emotional
regulation is all about the importance of learning how to calm
in times of distress—you can’t tell someone how to do that, you
have to show them. Again and again and again. Then, and only
then, can we teach literacy and numeracy.
INSPIRATION LEADS TO TRANSFORMATION
In Kids These Days, I introduced the concept of the Carrington
Connections Network—a framework for creating a traumainformed, relationship focussed common language for school
divisions. Where it is understood that relationship knows no
hierarchy. In early 2021 we are launching an online training for
the CCN (ﬁnd the link to the summary document here).
I hope that, each year, RELIT will be your place to reconnect
with your why. To get RELIT. Then, each January, STAYLIT will
bring you a whole new speaker line-up to keep you in the game
through the new year!
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SURVIVING THE TOUGHEST YEAR
OF YOUR CAREER
Laughter is the best medicine.
Teachers are poor.
Teachers work hard.
Teachers need to look after each other.
Know this: Students Learn More from Unique Individuals
• Start with what you already know. Music? YouTube? Art? Harry
Potter? Start there. It’s your comfort zone and even online, you
will be most comfortable with it! Think creatively and it will
light them up. Start teaching with a hook.
• Use social media to your advantage. At the very least, you need
to be a lurker. Take bits of pieces. Work smarter not harder
friend. Start small and go from there. It’s a powerful tool to
keep you connected to the community and the community
connected to you and your classroom.

Joe
Dombrowski

• Students learn from experience; not these sit and get lessons!
Not our job to set the bar for our students—sometimes they
will set the bar higher than we ever could.

@MrDtimes3

BRAVE REFLECTION QUESTION
What makes you unique as an educator?
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WALKING KIDS THROUGH GRIEF & LOSS
A place of gratitude is where this session begins—for all you do.
No parent knows how to leave their kids in unthinkable environments; our job is to do the best we can to keep them as safe as
possible, primarily from an emotional perspective.
From a 2018 study, what we know is that 1 in 200 kids from the
ages of birth to 18 will die. More than 40% of marriages will end
in divorce. You will walk kids through loss in your career.
• Grief is our emotional and behavioural response to loss, not to
death.
• You, the kids you serve, the parents and caregivers who own
them, have all been through so much. Offering predictability
whenever possible, will make a difference.
• Awareness and acknowledgment is essential and necessary, as
is meeting others with grace and emotional safety to the best
of our ability.
THINGS TO CONSIDER WHEN MEETING YOUR STUDENTS

Jeremy Allen
@DeathEd

• Feed them like they’re in someone else’s class.
• Get very real and honest in age-appropriate ways. Ask them
what they’re worried about.
• Lead with vulnerability. Connection lives here.
• Doing the “happy-crappy’s” is the best way to get insight.

BRAVE REFLECTION QUESTION
How does grief and loss show up in your classroom?
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